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We have a short season for cherries in our region. I
wanted to celebrate them while I still had the chance.
Some photographers are very good at visualizing their
shots beforehand. I'm not one of them. I tried many
different arrangements, perspectives and lighting angles
until I arrived upon this one. It's a good thing I love to
experiment!
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DRILL INSTRUCTOR'S MEMO
WELCOME TO ISSUE 28 OF
PHOTO BOOTCAMP MAGAZINE!
This month we'll be taking a look at low key
photography. We create low key images in order to
dictate the mood we want our viewers to sense and
feel. It can make a scene more dramatic and the final
image much more artistic than photos that are exposed
for the light.
We will talk about different ways we can control the
light, why low key photography is important and give
you some techniques and ideas so you can create your
own low key images.

Brent Mail

Images from BootCamp members who have taken on
the Low Key challenge, will be shared for you to take a
look at.

LOW KEY
PHOTOGRAPHY

L OW KEY PHOTOGRA PHY

"The dark is light enough."
~ Christopher Frye

L OW KEY PHOTOGRA PHY

What is low key photography?
The definition of low key photography is a genre of photography consisting of shooting dark- colored scenes
and emphasizing natural or artificial light only on specific areas in the frame. It's a style where the majority
of the tones are darker but not underexposed.
Why it's important to create low key photographs?
Anytime you want to create a certain mood with an image, using low key photography is a great way to do
that. It also allows the photographer to be much more creative and produce more artistic results. Low key
photography is a great way to just give your viewer a glimpse of a subject and leave the rest up to their
imagination.
How do you photograph in the low key style?
You as the photographer are in control of the light. Choose your light source and where it lights up your
subject. Using window light, a flashlight, a studio strobe or other sources of light move the light around
your subject to highlight the area you want to stand out. You can also move the light source and yourself
around your subject until you see the desired light effect you are working for.

L OW KEY PHOTOGRA PHY

The technical information for photographing low key images
For the best results use manual exposure and focus. Your camera will want to expose for the light and you'll
end up with overexposed (or more exposed than you wanted) images. Many cameras struggle to auto focus
in low light so manually focusing will likely work much better for you.
Using a tripod or stabilizing your camera in some way will help keep your images sharp as you photograph
in low light situations. You'll want to keep camera shake or any movement at all to a minimum. Another
way to do that is to use your self- timer, or cable/ remote shutter release. The less you touch your camera,
the less chance of movement or any type of blur being introduced into the image will happen.
Need inspiration to create your own high key images?
Searching the internet is always a good way to find inspirational images in any of the techniques you may
be practicing. Here is a link to a low key photography Pinterest board you can check out.

MEMBERS'
IMAGES

Photographer: CAROL PESEK
Country: USA
f/ 9.5 6sec ISO100 | 50mm

This is an image of a lacquer box I brought
home from Myanmar a few years ago.
Unfortunately I never saw the dust/ pollen
particles on it before it became my subject. My
biggest problem in post processing was the
large highlight in the front. I used a radial filter
to decrease the highlights, whites, etc. but
could not get it toned down to my satisfaction.
I also had difficulty removing those tiny
specks in that area without changing the
color. Perhaps I should dust it off, set it up
again with a more diffused light source and try
again.

Feedback: BRENT MAIL
Country: AUSTRALIA
Love the lighting you've used here Carol,
the highlights and shadows give it a 3
dimensional look. Also like that negative
space on the left. Great work.

Photographer: SHEREE EBANKS
Country: CAYMAN ISLANDS
f/ .2.8 3sec ISO100 | 44mm

I have been challenged by creativity and also time. In
any event, I finally jumped in last night- - and thought
that this old wine rack with dusty bottles would
make a good model for low impact. I used my study
in pitch dark, with a small flashlight by hand and
used my cell phone as the remote for the camera. As
I used such a large aperture, some of the elements
are out of focus, but I think it may add to the overall
moodiness of this. I do like that the base is in focus.
My backdrop was the back of an old carpet, so I had
to darken it a bit in Photoshop. I also used the radial
filter in Lr to lighten the label on the champagne as I
wanted to see that. In any case, let me know what
you think! I know it can be improved. I could not
make any more negative space, unless I went with a
wide angle lens. The space from my tripod/ camera to
the object was only three feet!

Feedback: RACHEL GILMOUR
Country: AUSTRALIA
Great shot, Sheree! I can't add more than what has
already been said. However, re: being constrained
with the lens you used. You mentioned using a wide
angle lens. I've been playing with a wide angle lens
for closeup/ macro shots and it works really well for
some things. Just have to look out for distortions.

Photographer: ANTHONY CADDEN
Country: AUSTRALIA
f/ 9 1/ 25sec ISO100 | 32mm

For this challenge I went back to the mirrored
tallboy to get a reflection shot. In getting the
shot I positioned the cone shell on the table in
normal light (not a dark room) and then on
manual control adjusted the shutter speed
until I had a black image on my rear screen.
Using a 24- 105 F4 USM lens - found on cash
converters. I then did a series of shots using a
flashlight from different angles to get the
right shadow from front to back, across the
ridges and the reflection. I was able to do this
using the camera auto focus on 2s timer. In
the Lightroom then used a brush to blacken
the background with lowering exposure and
removing any noise. Dodge and burn to the
shadows and highlights in B&W, as well as
adjusting B&W mix to enhance contrast. Final
step was to create selection for reflection in
Photoshop to apply field blur to create DOF to
shadow and adjust canvas size to give more
space to right.

Feedback: SHEREE EBANKS
Country: CAYMAN ISLANDS
I really like what you have done here Anthony.
This took a lot of planning and time to get the
edits done. Your work on the shadow really
paid off! Well done.

Photographer: KERRIE CLARKE
Country: AUSTRALIA
f/ 14 3.2sec ISO320 | 80mm

Sea Urchin - My second image for this
challenge, shot indoors, darkened
room, LED torch.

Feedback: SHEREE EBANKS
Country: CAYMAN ISLANDS
Such a lovely shot of this urchin. The
shadows cast by the skeleton are fantastic.
You have done an excellent job here.

Photographer: PETER DWIGHT
Country: AUSTRALIA
Sony A7III
f/ 7.1 0.17sec ISO6400 | 65mm

This looks like a real challenge & has taken a
couple of days of trial & error but is coming
together, so I set this up in my theater room where
it is dark with a black cardboard backing & two
sheets of white on either side for reflection, I used
a blue laser shot though a flash diffuser on to the
white for my reflection & took shots while moving
the laser around to find the spot, pretty happy.

Feedback: VALERIE WORTHEN
Country: USA
Really nice photograph, love the colors, shapes and
lines. I like both the original and second posts as
they both give detail but not overly bright. This is a
really good presentation. Well done.

Photographer: DENIS O'BYRNE
Country: IRELAND
f/ 6.3 1.6sec ISO100 | 50mm

A showery old day in Ireland. This is my third
and final submission to this challenge. I will
call this "Summer Rose". Again I used Manual
Mode. The light is off the left side and is
defused with a sheet of white A4 in front of
it.

Feedback: RON DU BOIS
Country: GREAT BRITTAIN
Very nice Light and colour Denis. I love the
way the water droplets on the leaves really
pop when you look on full screen.

Photographer: KERI DOWN
Country: AUSTRALIA
f/ 5.6 1/ 20sec | 55m

Tough topic this month. This shot I have chosen
is my Nanna's old Kodak. To add: It is a retinette
1a. German made. I just shared this with my
nanna. She told me she had bought it for my
grandad in 1959. My dad was only 4. It looks to
be in incredible condition. Does anyone have one?

Feedback: VALERIE WORTHEN
Country: USA
I agree, tough assignment this month, however
you have done a really nice job with a fun
subject. Nice composition and good lighting.

Photographer: PETER BRODY
Country: USA

Feedback: JENNY REID
Country: SOUTH AFRICA

f/ mm

Incredible colours, with the background
reflections filtered out, love the image.

This is a photograph of a fish bowl and the reflection
created by a lamp through the glass. It was taken in
Santa Fe, New Mexico at a venue called Meow Wolf.
It was a fantasy world created by many different
artists. Every room was different. I used my iPhone.
Totally psychedelic place. I went into Photoshop and
eliminated all of the reflection and made the
background black. Would make a nice 1970's poster.
A little trippy. My next posts will be more in line with
the challenge as I have now figured out what I think
Brent was looking for.

Photographer: RICHARD HUTSON
Country: USA
f/ 1.4 1/ 60sec ISO100 | 85mm

This month seems to have melted away before I
could create another Low- Key photo, so, I?m
posting ?Red Tulips? shot last year to practice
photo stacking. The tulips were in a shallow
vase on our dining table dimly lit by the hanging
leaded glass shade above. The image is the
result of stacking five shots.

Feedback: RODNEY CHARLTON
Country: AUSTRALIA
Your foreground flowers jump out at me,
Richard, with the full front to back focus you
achieved with your focus stacking. Well done.

Photographer: RODNEY CHARLTON
Country: AUSTRALIA

Feedback: SARA O'BRIEN
Country: USA

f/ 2.8 1/ 3sec ISO200 | 34mm
Here is an egg, side lit by diffused torch light. I am
not sure exactly how I arranged the light as I was
trying a few different arrangements. When I went
through the photos on the camera, this version was
the softest light and looked best but I wasn't able to
quite recreate that lighting again.

Lovely image Rodney. The subtle
colors really are perfect for this
image. Well done on balancing the
egg. Well done.

Photographer: ROMY VILLANUEVA
Country: PHILIPPINES
f/ 4 1/ 2000sec ISO800 | 83mm

Really an interesting challenge. Perfect for moody
portrait photography. Unfortunately, I am in the
same situation as Nick. No one among my children
wants to pose for me. So for the first submission, I
am posting a photo of an unsuspecting model
perched on the fence and bathed by the light from a
single lamp post. Here I am emphasizing the form
and texture. I don't even know if this photo qualifies
for the challenge. Taken with a Sony bridge camera.

Feedback: CAROL PESEK
Country: USA
Romy, this image just took my breath away! The
way the light is caressing his head and neck and
then fully revealing his shoulder and wing is
incredible. I like the foliage in that it places the
pelican in context, but then again it does little to
enhance the gorgeous figure of the "model".
Stunning capture! ! !

Photographer: SARA O'BRIEN
Country: USA
f/ 4 1/ 2sec ISO100 | 22mm

Okay, now that I have started to see what I can
produce, I think Brent created a monster! I
photographed my husband's hand yesterday in a
proof of concept kind of image. I like it, but it isn't all
that interesting as it is just his hand. But I have
ideas! ! My first image, however, is something else.
The image is lit from below with an LED flashlight.

Feedback: RICHARD HUTSON
Country: USA
Sara, I like the image and when seen in full screen
the thickness and texture of the glass becomes
apparent. Very interesting!

Photographer: BRUCE PATTERSON
Country: USA
f/ 5.6 1/ 15sec ISO400 | 55mm

Here is a piece of Vaseline Glass. It is a display
piece from a retail store perfume counter.
Window light only.

Feedback: SHEREE EBANKS
Country: CAYMAN ISLANDS
Lovely shot, Bruce. I love your side lighting, but
may try to deaden the reflection on the side a
bit. Also, I think a bit more negative space on
the left side may give it a bigger impact. Well
done on the lighting!

Photographer: DAVE KOH
Country: SINGAPORE
f/ 22 1/ 20sec ISO3200 | 105mm

My subject is a Murano hand- blown glass apple
with gold dust in one of my collections. Similar to
my previous shots by using my mobile phone
torch placed at 45 degrees to the subject. Took
multiple shots and have chosen this to show its
details.

Feedback: DENIS O'BYRNE
Country: IRELAND
Hi Dave. Another nice piece of work. I like the
space you have left around the subject. Gives it
room to breath as it were. Well done.

Photographer: JUAN ACOSTA
Country: USA
f/ 2.8 1/ 15sec ISO5000 | 70mm

Feedback: PETER DWIGHT
Country: AUSTRALIA
Beautiful portrait Juan ,good lighting & lovely
soft tone on the face , a really nice shot.

Photographer: LAURA GRIFFITHS
Country: SOUTH AFRICA
f/ 2.8 1/ 10sec ISO160 | 70mm

Whew so I'm not the only one struggling, I
thought it was just me. My images so far
have all been too underexposed and had to
be massively edited in LR. This is the best
of my 3rd attempt. I'll keep at it though as
it's something I really would like to conquer
to some degree at least. I haven't used a
backdrop at all but had a dark grey mottled
wall section, very matte. So the background
is not black, but I'm determined to get there
without using a backdrop as I know it's
possible.

Feedback: PETER DWIGHT
Country: AUSTRALIA
Well done Laura, it may not be perfect but it
is well on its way. You could play with the
lighting a bit, maybe a softer light with a
diffuser would help to get a more even light
on the face, still a good shot as it is.

FEATURED
ARTIST

F E A T UR E D RUTH LOPEZ
I M A G E U SA

Photographer: RUTH LOPEZ
Country: USA
f/ 22 6sec ISO640 | 20mm
The Reclining Buddha is my favorite image, and while in Thailand I discovered it also happens to represent the same
day I was born (Tuesday). I wanted to try a trick I saw the last time I was on vacation: people were using an extra cell
phone, held beneath their regular phone, to create a reflection of the image. This wood carving is about 6 inches long, so
I had to use my tablet to have a larger reflective surface beneath my camera. I mounted it on a second tripod so I had
my hands free to move my flashlight around to find the best angle. In the end I decided to bounce the light off a wall to
keep the lighting soft. I didn't like the reflective sheen on the curtains behind the carving so I used PS to remove them.
The rest of the processing was done in LR because I'm more familiar with how to use radial filters and the other
adjustments to enhance the shadows.

GETTING TO KNOW
OUR FEA TURED A RTIST:
RUTH LOPEZ | USA
Brent: How did you get started in photography?
Ruth: When I was little, my brother and I liked to collect
cereal box tops to get the rewards offered on the back of
the box. One day I noticed an offer for a free Kodak camera
on the back of the laundry detergent box. It was just a
plastic 35 mm camera, no flash, no focus, but at the time it
was the most amazing thing. After that I'd also been
interested in photography but never really pursued it.
Then about ten years ago I discovered my passion for
travel, and along the way I decided to invest in a "real"
camera to try to better capture what I saw and how I felt.
Brent: What was your inspiration?
Ruth: I'm a quiet person and love to be in nature.
Landscape photography gives me an excuse to be in an
uninterrupted state of awe.
Brent: What is the most challenging photo you?ve ever
taken and how did you overcome those challenges?
Ruth: Last month's challenge when I tried to do food
photography was initially frustrating, mainly because I
don?t have the right lighting to do those bright, colorful,
top- down food photos. Then I started wondering, how can I
make this work when I only have dim lighting? This led me
to discover ?dark food photography?. I've learned so much
more about lighting because of it. The featured photo uses
the same techniques. I've always loved paintings that used
this style.

F E A T UR E D RUTH LOPEZ
A R T I S T U SA

Ruth's favorite inspirational quote:

"There are only two ways to live your
life. One is as though nothing is a
miracle. The other is as though
everything is a miracle."
- Albert Einstein

F E A T UR E D RUTH LOPEZ
A R T I S T U SA
Brent: What is it you hope to express to
your audience with your photography?
Ruth: There is beauty in everything;
sometimes it's a matter of shifting your
perspective to see it.
Brent: What is your
accomplishing that goal?

strategy

for

Ruth: I'm still learning, but at this stage
I'd say that I use post processing to help
illustrate how I felt, the beauty I was
appreciating, when I took the shot.
Brent: If you could travel anywhere in the
world specifically to take pictures, where
would you go? Why?
Ruth: I've actually already been doing
that, but also combined with international
volunteer work; it adds more meaning to
my trips. My next trip might be to
Australia. It's a massive continent with
lots of undeveloped land, and a unique
variety in people and geography.
What inspires and motivates you to
continue taking pictures? I love to learn
and I love being in a state of awe.
Photography is a great vehicle for both.

F E A T UR E D RUTH LOPEZ
A R T I S T U SA

Brent: Tell us about the image (the featured image): What was the inspiration behind it? What was your process to
get it? How did you do the post processing?
Ruth: The Reclining Buddha is one of my favorite images (there's an interesting story behind it, too). I bought this
carving in Thailand where I discovered this image also represents Tuesday, the day I was born. The photo was
taken in a dimly lit bedroom. After some experimentation I realized if I shined my flashlight at a certain angle on
the wall, the lighting was soft and I could get the statue to glow a little. I created the reflection using the mirrored
surface of a Samsung tablet perched on a second tripod just below my camera lens. Cleanup in PS and LR.
Brent: How do you educate yourself to improve your photography skills?
Ruth: Although I find lots of helpful tutorials on YouTube, Bootcamp has been the perfect platform for me to
continue learning and developing. The monthly challenges provide an incentive to try new things, and the
supportive community helps me learn from others.

MEMBERS'
IMAGES

Photographer: NICK ELLIS
Country: AUSTRALIA

Feedback: JUAN ACOSTA
Country: USA

f/ 11 1.3sec ISO50 | 100mm

Nick, beautiful shot with your guest
appearance. Remember some photographers
use the same models for many different shoots,
so why can't you. Well done.

Something that had a guest appearance in my
'Visual Balance' photos on a laptop screen with
lighting from a LED torch and handheld,
whoops, tripod!

Photographer: RON DU BOIS
Country: GREAT BRITAIN
Canon EOS 600D
f/ 10 0.6sec ISO100 | 84mm

It's reassuring that so many of you
seasoned photographers found this
challenging: this
(relatively) newbie
certainly did! What was interesting is that
Brent's challenge made me look at many
things around the house in an entirely
different light which was pleasantly
surprising. This is Alex, a sculpture
produced by one of our local artists that we
bought during a North London art fair last
year. My wife and I loved the mood and the
texture which I have tried to capture. Not
sure if I should have highlighted more of
the torso but settled on this. Photographed
in a dark room at night with a black sheet
draped over the window and a torch
lighting from the right. Tried different
heights and angles and preferred this one.

Feedback: LEILA GONZALEZ SULLIVAN
Country: USA
Very nice image, Ron. The lighting is great as is and
you have left enough space for the figure to look into.
Makes me wonder what he (or she?) is thinking.

Photographer: SIG RANNEM
Country: CANADA

Feedback: KERI DOWN
Country: AUSTRALIA

f/ 11 1.3sec ISO100 | 85mm

I almost expect one of the rocks to lift a head or
something. What a great capture that invokes my
imagination.

At dusk in the forest where the trolls roam
at night... What happens to trolls when
they see the sun? They turn to stone.
Maybe it's old trolls we see in this image
and not rocks.

Photographer: TESSA BLEWCHAMP
Country: UNITED KINGDOM
f/ m

I had a go at a low- key portrait. I wanted to take
the chance to capture my husband in rugged mode,
with his lockdown look of shaggy hair and beard
and thought low key lighting would suit. It's
certainly not the most flattering shot, partly
because his nose isn't contained within his face - I
think I should have rearranged the lighting more to
the front so he could be more face on. Texture
raised in Lightroom using off- camera flash with
softbox.

Feedback: ROMY VILLANUEVA
Country: PHILIPPINES
Very nice portrait shot, Tessa, with soft flattering
light. If I'm not mistaken the light is to the left side
of your husband's face and a little to the front.
When you view the image large you will notice
some faint light under the lower eyelid of the right
eye near the cheekbone and to the right side of the
nose. This is already the start of the Rembrandt
lighting. A little more positioning of light to his
front and a little more up and you will get the full
Rembrandt lighting. You have done a great job in
your attempt at low key portraiture. Love this
image. Well done!

Photographer: AMBER PALLAS- BRUNT
Country: USA
f/ 3.8 6sec ISO240 | 55mm

I love this time of year! My gardens are
blooming...some for only a short period of time.
Every year I look forward to seeing my peonies
bloom. Every year I wish they lasted longer. I
managed to cut a few dozen bunches to display
around the house. As some were dying this one
bloom continued to hang on for a couple more
days. I took advantage of it's beauty while I still
could. Shot in my dark midwest basement with
just a flashlight. I bounced the light off my leg.
Though taunted by this exercise, once I got into
it I really enjoyed it.

Feedback: RUTH LOPEZ
Country: USA
I love that bit of whiter light in the center, and
how the petals are starting to fall away - much
more realistic and relatable. The center is nice
and sharp. I can almost smell the fragrance.
Lovely shot! (ps - a tiny dust fleck off to the
right, and another one along the left edge).

Photographer: BELINDA SWAN
Country: AUSTRALIA
f/ 4 1/ 6sec ISO1000

I found this lovely trumpet- shaped bottle of
port a few years ago (and am now glad I
haven't opened it). I used a black piece of
fabric in the background and handheld a
torch for light.

Feedback: LAURA GRIFFITHS
Country: SOUTH AFRICA
Belinda what a wonderful shot. You make it
look so easy. The result of something so
simple sounding, is superb.

Photographer: BRENDA POTTS
Country: USA
Nikon D750
f/ 8 2sec ISO100 | 135mm

This Gerbera Daisy just fully opened on our
deck and this week, we just added some
under- edge deck lighting (warm LEDs). I
figured it was a good opportunity to give the
low- key another try. I was playing with
masking in Photoshop, but hid more than I
wanted to, so for the sake of getting this up
under the wire, it has a very dark background
with no detail (for now).

Feedback: RODNEY CHARLTON
Country: AUSTRALIA
Lovely photo Brenda. The dark background is
fine as it is and doesn't need detail which
would detract from the flower. The lighting
brings out the shapes and layering of the
petals. Nice one.

Photographer: EREZ SHILAT
Country: ISRAEL
f/ 2.5 1/ 128sec ISO200

Just experimented with low key photography
a few weeks ago. One of my sons agreed to
model. In post - converted to B&W, some
cleaned up and enhanced the contrast.

Feedback: LYNTON STACEY
Country: AUSTRALIA
This is an amazing portrait, Erez. It's the sort
that I just dream about creating. You have
the light and exposure spot on. Well done.

Photographer: EUGENE BRANNAN
Country: USA
Sony A- 77V
f/ 10 1/ 160sec ISO100

This photo originally taken in color and using a
green screen was also a low key photo, but I
liked the effect of black and white on low key
photos because it easily creates a moody
atmosphere with the grays and darker tones.
Only one strobe light was used coming from
above at an angle over Miguel's shoulder to
illuminate Karen's face.

Feedback: BRENT MAIL
Country: AUSTRALIA
Wow Eugene this is stunning! Yes I love the
B/ W moody feeling you have created here and
the lighting you've used really works because
Karen's face is nice and softly lit where Miguel's
face is more in shadow and "edgier" more
masculine. Love the pose and the body language
of love and protection. Stunning tones where
the faces catch more light than their clothes.
Good idea to convert to monochrome as their
clothes would probably distract from their facial
expressions and body language. Hope they
purchased this print from you and I hope they
paid you well for it - true art.

Photographer: LEILA GONZALEZ SULLIVAN
Country: USA
NikonD5300
f/ 3.5 1/ 1000sec ISO100 | 16mm

This abandoned buoy is a frequent subject of my
beach photos. I've shot it in various lights and this
time converted it to black and white to get that low
key look. Added a bit of vignette as well. I did crop a
bit and make B&W. The pole the buoy was tied to
had fallen over so there is brush and sand behind.
Post in Lightroom Classic.

Feedback: PETER BRODY
Country: USA
Leila, the black and white fits the mood of its
previous life under the sea.

Photographer: LYNTON STACEY
Country: USA
f/ 2.8 1/ 5sec ISO200 | 45mm

I have gone quite low key here. I had
wanted not to put the emphasis on the
vase which could detract from the tulips.

Feedback: CAROL PESEK
Country: USA
Lynton, this looks like an old painting to
me. The subtle side lighting is beautiful. I
know you intended it's very low key, but
please consider adding just a touch of
increased exposure.

Photographer: VALERIE WORTHEN
Country: USA
f/ 6.3 2sec ISO100 | 55mm

I am impressed with the creativity of all the
photos. I am finding this challenge very
challenging! Too much light, too little light and
by far the hardest for me is being able to see in
the dark if I have the focus correct. I may need to
have my eyes checked after this month :). I have
three different subjects I have been trying to
capture and have finally decided to post one.
This is a Moose Antler that was hand carved
several years ago as a gift for my husband. I
have tried to capture the essence as it is a
beautiful piece of art. I shot this in both
landscape and portrait formats but liked this
landscape version the best. The only post
adjustments is a slight increase in the highlights
and a crop. Taken outside after dark.

Feedback: CAROL PESEK
Country: USA
Valerie, there's nothing more that I can say about
this fantastic image. It's an amazing piece of art
firstly, but then you managed to showcase it in a
very artistic way with your lighting. Beautiful! !

Photographer: RACHEL GILMOUR
Country: AUSTRALIA
f/ 16 .5sec ISO100 | 70mm

"Can't Hear You" - My first image for this
challenge is simple. Just a seashell, a black
blanket on my bed in a darkened room, and
a small LED sidelight. Converted to B&W
with minimal PP; manual focus on a tripod.

Feedback: ROMY VILLANUEVA
Country: PHILIPPINES
Hi Rachel, nice targeted lighting and great in
monochrome too. Well done. Btw, how big is
this shell ? If big enough, have you tried
putting a small torch inside and see the
effect of lighting from within? Just my wild
imagination working overdrive.
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